Electromagnetic Energy’s Impact on Medical Sciences
When you change the relativistic environment of an organism, you will destroy it. We are
creatures composed not only of mineral and organic compounds, but also affected by
environmental gases and electromagnetism furnished by the positive magnetism of earth.
Medical science is influenced by relaphysics, as well as by the brute forces of chemotherapy,
radiation, and drugs in the treatment of malignancies and infections. Brute forces are in
violation of environmental relaphysics. They have had some limited success, but they ultimately
are failing because of an incomplete understanding of electromagnetic effects on the human
body; how toxic substances affect life and how to render them harmless and environmentally
acceptable.
Magnetic resonance should not be confused with ferromagnetism. They are totally separate
entities. Ferro-magnetism is a fixed line of force, while magnetic resonance operates over the
universal frequency spectrum. Ferro magnets block out or inhibit energy transfer between
substances. The fixed lines of force act as barriers to dynamic electromagnetic energy. It is
apparent that applications of powerful magnets prevent the transition of substances – the
forming of compounds or separating a compound into its basic elements. Magnetic resonance
identifies the shape of an element or compound and its chemical identity. It cancels out the
basic phenomena of electromagnetic energy that literally makes life forms possible on our
planet.
Vernon Trigger’s transition unit can harness and utilize the electromagnetic spectrum that
surrounds the planet. The conversion of abiogenic, or toxic, to biogenic, or non-toxic,
substances is accomplished by utilizing this relativistic apparatus. With its use, malignancies,
infections, and toxins may be changed into benign conditions.
Many toxins are not chemically fixed but are in transitory states, or so highly unstable that
they have no chemical identity. The thousands of chlorocarbons, fluorocarbons, and the like, in
heavy mineral waters are not perceivable by conventional detection sources and remain hidden.
Following initial indications of slight toxicity, the ratio of increase may become exponential years
later. The anti-biological substances become chemically fixed, eventually by absorbing the
higher emissive energy of stable compounds in mammals. There is an electromagnetic energy
exchange into the unstable substances.
Scientists have struggled for years to explain rising rates of certain childhood brain disorders,
autism, and learning disabilities. The prevalence in the environment of certain industrial
chemicals at extremely low levels can affect such processes as gene activation and brain
development in newborns. Scientists have found some chemical traces as minute as mere parts
per trillion can have a damaging biological effect. Some traces also appear to have greater
effects in combination than they do alone.
Vernon Trigger utilized the nuclear magnetic resonance to identify hundreds of chemical
compounds. Medical electronics have no effect on chemical transition of negative compounds.
A molecule can be identified by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and
geometrics. There is only one specific NMR pattern for each molecule. Chemical compounding
is therefore dictated and controlled by magnetic resonance.

Toxic abiogenic compounds and substances display a negative counter clockwise rotation and
are absorptive of electromagnetic energy. Toxic substances such as poisons, toxins, viruses,
pathogenic organisms, and malignancies absorb energy from living cells. In sufficient amounts
and intensity, counter clockwise absorptive energy can stop all clockwise energy emissive
metabolism. Internal motion stops, energy and temperature drops and death occurs.
Vernon Trigger’s transition unit has the ability to reverse the negative electromagnetic,
counter clockwise environment of all toxic substances. The addition of positive clockwise
rotating electromagnetic energy into these toxic substances reverses their counter clockwise,
negative rotation to zero. Metabolism, energy, and temperature increase, averting death.
On October 22, 1982, Trigger entered into a joint effort with Justin McCormick Ph.D., Dean of
Carcinogenic Laboratories at Michigan State University. Six mice were supplied by the lab. All
had been implanted with various degrees of malignancies. The mice were sequestered and
treated in the transition unit for periods of time varying from 40 seconds to 47 minutes. In each
case, the rate of metabolism increased dramatically as abiogenic toxins were reduced to zero.
All the mice survived the transition treatment.
The three way series of comparison tests in the report were presented to McCormick. The
report revealed new information surprising in various ways. There is no similarity in the
procedures presented in this report to any conventional bio research. Most significant is the
extremely wide shifts in the metabolism levels of the six mice specimens; no two are alike,
either before or after the transition treatment. It would seem that more than one type of
carcinogenic virus was involved; there may have been other additional carcinogenic types
present in the same specimen. None of the mice died during the specified 30 day period
following the implantation of cancer tumors.
The response from Dr. McCormick was non-committal and quite evasive… the mice were
destroyed and further research and testing was discontinued. Vernon Trigger suspected that
the large tumors may have turned benign following transition.
Dr. McCormick’s conduct was devastating to Vernon. It was tragic that one individual had
the ability to prevent further research into a promising treatment or cure for cancer. Several
attempts were made during the last 29 years to inform several cancer research institutes about
this new treatment. Silence was their response to utilizing the transition technology in the
treatment of cancer.
In summary, this new research information should emphatically be pursued and controlled
by some private endowment, completely divorced from those involved in the existing methods
of cancer research.
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